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Introduction 
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In rcc~_'tll :ears there has been much interest simulated in bipedal robotics and legged 
locrlmotion in general. Part of the reason for this interest is the need f()r robots which can 
operate in human oriented environments. HmvcvcL the biggest challenge is biped walking 
like that or a human being. which \\as improved over many centuries of evolution. Since 
apprO\imatcly 1980. the research has been more focussed on biped walking. 

1.1 Bipedal robot 

The human beings and almost all on land living animals use legs for locomotion. However 
nut many machines were built using legs for movement. The reasons therefore are the 
complex design and control. Nevertheless. the main advantage of waking machines is that 
in contrast to \\heeled robots. they do not need a customized environment. They could be 
:1hlc tu nw\ e in an environment that is only accessible by human beings. In theory not only 
1\Cdkitlg but also running. jumping. climbing or even swimming could be implemented. In 
ultltl'ast. \\heeled machines need a relative planar terrain and enough space to avoid 
oh~tacle:-,. Bipeds usc different support areas for carrying their weight and getting grip and 
are in the ideal case as f~lst and tlexible as a human. Using this tlexible support on the 
ground. a large adaptability is achieved. The legs can also be considered as an individual 
\USpcnsion S) stem where b) the upper part of the body moves forward on another trajectory 
as the ket. Dccoupling the legs f'rom the rest of the body allows carrying payload smooth 
through a rough terrain. Both t) pes or robots arc designed for a specified environment: The 
11heeled robots arc more efficient on a planar surface whereas walking machines have an 
advantage on all other terrains. The operational area of robots. especially with two legs. is 
the natural setting of humans. The human body has, because of his anatomy. an 
exceptionally maneuverability which is perfect exploited for his locomotion. Thus, he can 
adapt to a new environment with minimal effort. 

1.2 Basics of bipedal walking 

To understand the topic ofthe biped walking an overview of a human model will be shown. 
lm the reason that most of the humanoid robots use the human body as paragon. it is 
\uggesti\e to use the same terminology as for the human anatomy. There are three basic 
planes referred to as frontal (or coronal). sagittal and transversal as shown in Figure 1.1. 
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Figure 1.1: Anatomical planes 

1.2.1 Gait Phases 

\\a\ king is a C)clic movement consisting of two main phases, which alternates on both legs 
and illustratl'd in Figure 1.2 and 1.3. 

Double support phase is the phase during which both feet are in touch with ground. In 
single support phase only one foot is in touch with ground while other Coot is in swinging. 

During the double support phase (1). both feet arc in contact with the ground. In this phase. 
the bod: has a stable position because or the wide support area on the ground. The system 
enters this state with the heel strike (IV) and exits it with the toe off (II) movement. 

During the single support phase, only one foot is in contact with the floor. In this state. the 
centre of mass (COM) of the system rotates like an inverted pendulum above the contact 
point. Meanwhile the swing leg moves forward (Ill) to touch the ground again and enter the 
other phase. 
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Figure 1.2: Leg positions during one half cycle 

The Figure 1.2 show the four leg positions during one half cycle while walking. The 
complete walking cycle illustrated in Figure 1.3. The right leg and left leg is going through 
the same sequence alternately and this repeats while walking. 
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Figure 1.3: The cyclic phase rotation of bipedal walking 
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1.2.2 Static and.Dynamic Walking 

Walking can be divided into two main groups: walking with static balance and walking 
'' ith d) namic balance. The Figure 1.4 shows the gait cycle of a bipedal robot. 

During a static walk r 1J the normal projection of the centre of mass (NPCM) always stays 
in bct\\ccn the boundaries delined by the feet. If both feet are on the ground. the NPCM 
has to be within the polygon determined by the outer corners of the biped feet. If only one 
foot is in contact with the ground. the NPCM has to be within the area of this foot. While 
the movement is slow enough. the S)'Stcm dvnamics can be irmored. Static walking assumes ._ ., J'-'' ......__ 

that if the system's motion is stopped at any time. it will stay in a stable position 
indclinitcly. I lmvcver. the speed achieved using static walk is not that high and the 
efficiency is t~u· away from the human walking speed. 

In contrast. a dynamically or actively baLmced walk [2] is not constrained in such a 
manner. The COM may leave the support area formed by the feet for periods of time. This 
allov•s the system to experience tipping moments, which give rise to horizontal acceleration. 
llowevcr. such periods of time are kept brief and strictly controlled so that the system does 
not become unstable. Thus one may think of a dynamically balanced system as one where 
~mall amounts of controlled instability are introduced in such a way as to maintain the 
o\erall equilibrium. Tipping moments in one direction are negated by tipping moments in 
the opposite direction. 
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Figure 1.4: A bipedal robot's gait cycle; the red circles indicate the footprints; the shaded 
area is the supporting area: the leg movement is expressed by the arrows 

\\hen comparing the two methods of balance, it can be seen that the static method is highly 
restrictive and results in movement which is slow. Very rarely do animals and humans 
exhibit such behavior for this reason the velocity achievable is very low and the motion is 
not efficient. llowcver. it can sec that by removing the constraining nature of the rule lor 
static balance that the mobility of the system is increased. This is due to the increased 
edibility of the movement of the legs and placement of the feet. The accelerating tipping 
moments can be used to achieve higher speeds. move all legs at once or to utilize footholds 
\\hich are f~u· apart. 

rhcrefore it can be seen that in order tor a bipedal robot to gain efficiency and speed, it will 
require dynamic balance. 
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1.2.3 Zero moment Point 

Perhaps the most widely used classical approach to dynamic biped walking arc those 
control systems based on the measurement of zero moment point (ZMP) [3][4]. The ZMP 
i\ a tool used to measure the dynamic stability of a walking system. In and of itself, the 
/\1P is not a complete control system. Rather. the ZMP measurement is used by a control 
S) stem in the same way that the centre of mass projected onto the ground (GCoM) can be 
used for static walking systems. It is used in the offline generation of dynamically stable 
11alking gaits. and online to predict if a system needs to take some kind of corrective action 
to prevent the loss of its dynamic stability. _, 

D:namic stability. as de!ined by researchers using ZMP walking strategies. has a specific 
meaning: In order for a biped walker to be dynamically stable at a particular in time. its 
ICet must remain motionless 11 ith respect to the ground lor the entire time that they support 
the robot"s 11cight. If a robot begins to •·tip over'· the edge of its support foot. then it is no 
longer considered dynamically stable. 

!he ZMP is defined as the point within the supporting polygon of a dynamically stable 
structure at which a single ground reaction force acts in order to cause the sum of all 
moments of active forces on the robotic system to equal zero. The diagram below (Figure 
1.5) shows a representation of a typical robot foot. 
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Figure 1.5: Forces and torque acting on a robot foot 

F, 

Interaction between the foot and the rest of the robot's structure can be represented by a 
single force F11 and torque r 1 acting on the foot's ankle joint. Additional forces working on 
the svstem include: 
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• h,. the gravitational force acting on the foot, through the foofs centre of mass 

• I 1 and t 1 the frictional force and torque preventing the foot from sliding or twisting 
along the ground. and 

• I ,_the ground reaction force preventing the foot from penetrating the ground sud~tce. 

The ZMP definition of a dynamically stable robot requires the foot does not roll or tilt with 
respect to the ground during gait execution. This means that to be stable, the resultant of 
all the pitch and roll torques acting on the foot must be zero. It is left to the ground 
reaction force FJ{ to cancel out any horizontal components of torque resulting from r ~ and 

hori/ontal torque contributions or all other forces. Since tile ground reaction force is fixed 
in magnitude. the only \\ay it can compensate for varying horizontal torque is to be applied 
at dillcrcnt points on the rohut·s supporting polygon. Note that it is possible for a robot"s 
!(Jot to slide while still satisfying the ZMP stability criteria. 

r. 
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Figure 1.6: Simplitied foot dynamics 

In the example depicted by Figure 1.6 above. as the distance d increases. the reactive 
torque produced by FR also increases. such that: 

r = d* FR ( 1. 1) 

Ira point can be found within the supporting polygon such that the reactive torque r
11 

applied at this point exactly cancels out all other torques acting on the Coot, then this point 
is knmvn as the zero moment point. and the robot is dynamically stable. In the example 
above. when d coincides with the ZMP, the reactive force FR will cancel out all other 
torques. so if all other forces are known, the location of the ZMP can be calculated: 

r 0 ( 1.2) 
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r "' h~ ~ () ( 1.3) 

d/\11' - r ,/ ~R ( I .4) 

As torque transmitted to the foot by the rest of the robot system increases. the ZMP must 
mo\c closer to the edge of the f()ot in order to generate enough reactive torque to maintain 
dynamic stability. Once the ZMP reaches the foot's edge, the system is only marginally 
stable and any further increase in applied torque will cause the system to tip over. So in 
d~namically balanced systems. the ZMP has the same relationship to the robot's supporting 
polygon as the CJCoM docs in statically balanced systems .... As the ZMP moves towards the 
border or the robot's supporting polygon. the robot's dynamic stability becomes more 
marginal. 

8~ definition. the ZMP can never exist outside of the robots supporting polygon. If the 
mbot is not dynamically stable. then there is no zero moment point. Sometimes it is useful 
tu be able to compare the relative stability of various unstable states. To this end. 
researchers have extended the ZMP concept to include an imaginary point outside of the 
robot's supporting polygon. where the ground reaction force would have to act if it were to 
maintain dynamic stability. This imaginary force is calculated in the same way as the ZMP. 
\\ ith the constraint to remain within the supporting polygon removed. In order to highlight 
the diflerence between this imaginary point. and a real ZMP. the terms foot rotation index 
(FRI) or fictional zero moment point (FZMP) have been suggested [5]. Since it is 
impossible to apply a force to an object without contacting it, while it is outside the robot's 
supporting polygon. the rRI docs not exist and so cannot be measured. While the FRI lies 
within the robot's supporting polygon. it is equivalent to ZMP and the robot is dynamically 
stable. Since the FRI is not always measurable. and mainly applies to systems that have 
already lost dynamic stability. it is not very useful for on-line ZMP based control systems. 
FRI/FZMP calculations arc more usefully applied to otT-line gait synthesis tasks. 
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1.3 Review and Research 

There has been much research performed by both universities and private organizations in 
the area or bipedal walking in the past 40 years. It is not possible to outline all the 
developments that have been made in a project of this size. Hence brief overview of 
bipedal robots will be given. The currently best known examples of the state-of-the-art in 
humanoid robots are the Honda ASIMO l6] and the Sony QRIO [7J and both usc ZMP 
based control approaches. 
The llonda Company in Japan has presented its first two legged robot EO in 1986.The 1::0 
\valked slowly in a straight line. After the introduction JVf EO other two legged robots EI
E2-E3 as shown in Figure 1.7 has been developed from 1987-1991 to achieve t~1st walking. 
The F2 robot achieved fast walking at a speed of 1.2 Km/h on flat surfaces . 
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Figure 1.7: The bipedal robots EO-E3 introduced by Honda from 1986-1991 

The robots E4-E5-E6 showing in Figure 1.8 presented between 1991-1993 establishing 
techniques for stable walking and developed three control techniques. 

E4 E5 E6 

Figure 1.8: The bipedal robots E4-E6 introduced by Honda from 1991-1993 

Atlcr the seven basic models the HONDA Company changed the research direction 
towards humanoid robot. The humanoid robots PI, P2, P3 showing in Figure 1.9 were 
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presented from 1993-1997. PI is the first Honda prototype of a humanoid robot. This robot 
can turn electrical and computer switches, grab door knobs. pickup and carry things. The 
height of PI is 1.915 m and 175 Kg. P2 is a self regulating battery-operated android which 
can walk independently. walk up and down the stairs, and push carts. Wireless techniques 
\\ere used with a computer torso, motors, battery, wireless radio and other built-in devices. 
P2 is 1.82 m tall and 21 OKg. P3 changes in component materials and a decentralized 
control s;. stem which resulted in decrease in height, 1.6m and weight 130 Kg. It has 16 
joints in total. It has 30 degrees of freedom; 12 for legs. 14 for arms and 4 for hands. The 
maximum walking speed of P3 is 2Km/hr. 
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Figure 1.9: The humanoid robots P1-P3 presented by Honda from 1993-1997 

,\SIMO (Advanced Step in Innovative Mobility) was presented in 200 I to the world.(see 
Figure 1.10 ). With a weight of 43 Kg. he is much lighter than his predecessors are and that 
is one ol'the most important advantages. 

This robot is the result of about 14 years of research and approximately 10 prototypes. 
i\SIMO can walk continuously while changing directions, taking every step smooth and 
natural. He also has the ability to climb up and down a f1ight of stairs. 
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Figure 1.10: The humanoid robot ASIMO 

In December 2002 Honda added intelligence technology to ASIMO which is capable of 
interpreting the postures and gestures of humans and moving independently in response. 
ASIMO's ability to interact with humans has advanced significantly; it can greet 
approaching people, follow them, and move in the direction they indicate, and even 
recognize their faces and address them by name. Further, utilizing network such as Internet 
ASIMO can provide information while executing tasks such as reception duties. 
llonda debuted a new ASIMO humanoid robot which features the ability to pursue key 
tasks in a real-life environment such as an office and an advanced level of physical 
capabilities. Compared to the previous model, the new ASIMO achieves the enhanced 
ability to act in sync with people. In addition. the running capability is dramatically 
improved. with ASIMO now capable of running at a speed of 6Km/h and of running in a 
circular pattern. New ASIMO weights 54Kg and total height is 130cm and normal walking 
speed is 2.7Km/h and consists overall 34 degrees of freedom. 
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()RIO ( .. Quest for cuRIOsity". originally named Sony Dream Robot or SDR) in 
Figure 1.1 I \\as a bipedal humanoid robot developed and marketed (but never sold) b) 
'lun;. ( urptlration to follow up on the success of its AIBO toy. QRIO stood approximate!) 
IJ(J Ill t~lil ~llld \\eighed 7.] kg. 

..--. 

Figure 1.11: Humanoid robot "QRIO'' introduced by Sony 

QRIO is capable or voice and face recognition. making it able to remember people as well 
as their likes and dislikes. QRIO can run at 23 cm/s, and is credited in Guinncss World 
Records (2005 edition) as being the first bipedal robot capable of running (which it defines 
a\ tllll\ ing ''hile both legs are ofT the ground at the same time). The 4th generation QRIO's 
imernal batter:-· lasts about I hour. J\ special feature of QRIO is that it reacts to protect 
itsel!against an impact. In the event of falling, it gets back up by itself after checking in all 
directions. 

rhe Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [8] was one of the tirst in developing a 
\ariet) o! \\alking. running or jumping machines. The MIT has come up with several 
robots as sho\\ n in Figure 1.12. The walking robot Gcckbot used to study the smooth 
transfer of support ti·om one foot to the other. The robot is designed Cor motion in the 
coronal plane only. The CieekBot consists oftwo curved feet, actuated ankles and hips. and 
a pelvis. The basic behavior is controlled rocking from one foot to the other. This research 
has carried out from 1994 to 1995. 

Spring Turkey was designed and built by Peter Dilworth and Jerry Pratt in 1994. It has an 
actuated hip and knee on each leg. An unactuated boom constrains Spring Turkey's roiL 
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yaw, and lateral motion thereby reducing it to a two dimensional robot. Spring Turkey 
11eighs in at approximately 22 lbs (I 0 kg) and stands 2ft (60 em) tall. 

\ tlC\\ robot. Spring Flamingo. was started after the Spring Turkey. Spring Flamingo 
Weighs in approximately 30 lbs ( 13.5 kg) and stands 3 ft (90 em) tall. The robot has an 
actuated hip. knee. and ankle on each leg. An unactuated boom constrains Spring 
Flamingo·s roll. ya\\, and lateral motion thereby reducing it to a planar robot. 

t:( ..... ..-

( a ) (b) 

Figure 1.12: MIT humanoid robots: (a) Spring Flamingo, (b) Spring Turkey, 
( c )GeekBot 

( c ) 

Many other notable, successful bipeds with stiff legs and large feet exist. (e.g. HRP-2 [9J, 
1-16 [10], HOAP-2 [11], Johnnie [12], KHR-1 [13]) and some are even available 

commercially. 
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1.4 Motivation 

Legged locomotion is the most convenient form of locomotion when compared to the other 
forms of locomotion due to the ability of negotiating complex terrains. Legged robots can 
be used for lot ·of practical applications such as emergency fast response [ 14]. mobile 
monitoring . inspection and surveillance in hazardous or hostile environments ll5.16]. 
planetary exploration [ 17]. and personal applications, to name a few. 
Bipedal robots are especially interesting because humans are two-legged and places meant 
to be occupied by humans (such as homes and offices) are designed for two legged 
locomotion. " 
The HONDA Company has come up with the state of the art humanoid robot ASIMO after 
14 years research with billions of dollars investment. But still there are lots of 
tmprovements are needed to make bipedal robots commercially viable. In the future the 
human labor will become so expensive and there will be lot of demand for the autonomous 
labor. 
As mobility is a key element in developing autonomous vehicles, legged robots will be of 
increasing significance as there is a trend towards more capable autonomous robot 
continues. Still there are no practical applications of bipedal robots outside the laboratory 
apart from number of entertainment robots. 
Although there were hundreds of researches carried out on bipedal robots still there is lot 
more to learn about bipedal walking. When going through the literature it is noted that 
there arc very few researches are carried out on bipedal robots which can walk on sloping 
surfaces. Author also noted that the use of original ZMP equation presented by Prof. 
Miomir Vukobratovic so much rare and most of the time researches has used artificial 
intelligence techniques to test dynamic stability but this surely does not give exact result 
but approximated value. 
Therefore due to the above reasons the author has motivated to study about a bipedal 
\\alking on sloping surfaces and testing of its dynamic stability during different 
circumstances by calculating its dynamic stability using original ZMP equation. 

1.5 Research Objectives 

The aim of this research is the simulation and analyzing of the bipedal robot walking on 
sloping surl"aces and to verify the ability of maintaining dynamic stability by varying torso 
angle. To achieve this objective a bipedal robot consists of seven links having two legs and 
a torso has beer) modeled. The dynamic stability has been tested for the period of swing 
phase of the leg using predefined trajectories using the ZMP concept introduced by the Prof. 
\1iomir Vukobratovic. The original ZMP equation has been used for the calculation of 
7MP at each trajectory point. 
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1.6 Overview 

The structure of this thesis is divided into seven chapters. Chapter I reviews past literature 
and the current state of research in bipedal robotics. In Chapter 2 the bipedal robot 
description and trajectory planning has been discussed. 
The chapter 3 discusses the application of kinematics to the bipedal robot and Chapter 4 
demonstrates the accuracy of kinematics by simulation. 
Chapter 5 show~ the calculation method of ZMP and then applies it to the lower body of 
the bipedal robot to verify the dynamic stability while walking. Also the effect of adding 
torso on dynamic stability is also discussed. " 
Chapter 6 discusses the efTect of variation oftorso angle while bipedal robot walking under 
different circumstances. Here several individual cases have been analyzed thoroughly 
\(11') ing each parameter at a time. 
Chapter 7 discusses the conclusions regarding the effectiveness of the torso angle variation 
in different circumstances while vvalking in order to maintain dynamic stability and future 
work. 
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